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Welcome to Canela Software
No Compromises 
The most complete acuity system on the market is also the most affordable! Replace your aging 

projection systems with the ultra modern acuity testing system by Canela Software. You will find 

your new acuity testing system to be easy to use and powerful enough to tackle your day to day 

testing needs. 

 Our technology runs on Macintosh and Windows based computers with 

feature parity. Get the tool thousands of private practices, researchers, 

universities, governments, and ophthalmic manufacturers use to 

accurately test refraction, astigmatism, binocular vision, contrast    

 sensitivity, disparities, and more! 

Intuitive and Elegant Interface 
Our users are a very diverse group, with a wide range of requirements. When 

working to meet those requirements, we always keep in mind precision, 

organization, and ease of use. 

Our remote control is a perfect example of this mindset. The first time you pick 

up the remote, you can use it intuitively. Just press a chart button, and the 

chart appears. Press a VA size, and jump right to it. No need to struggle with 

modifier keys, or double functions per key – with clearly labelled and color-

coded buttons, it’s extremely easy to use. 

Tomorrow's Technology, Today 
With its easy-to-use interface, comprehensive features, and rock-solid stability, 20/20 Vision is a 

great tool now – but it’s also ready for the future. By harnessing the power of cloud technology, 

we are able to provide unique features and capabilities that are years ahead of their time. 

Get updates invisibly, right from the cloud over your network connection. New features are 

streamed directly to your computer, without any confusing disks or installation guides. Having an 

issue with your system? No problem! It can be fixed remotely, without frustrating and costly 

shipping delays.

dual platform
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Software Remote 
The Software Remote does everything the Mini Display does and more! 

Control the software wirelessly by way of touch screen devices. See 

what is on the acuity system in the palm of your hand. 

The Software Remote connects to the acuity system via WiFi. Thus there 

are no range or line-of-sight issues that exist with infrared devices.  

Intuitively control every chart/test of your acuity system with a simple to 

use interface designed for touch! 

*Feature is software only. Hardware can be supplied for a fee upon request.

Digital Refractor Integration 
Acuity System integration with other tools in an office can save time and 

money. The digital refractor integration allows the acuity system to 

connect to digital refractor control panels. All commands that would 

normally be sent to projectors are now sent to the acuity system. 

Combine the power of the acuity system with the convenience of the 

digital refractor and have it all! 

Compatible with TopCon, Huvitz, Reichert, and Haag Streit. Marco 

integration is planned for a future release.

Advanced Contrast/Stereo Testing 
The Advanced Contrast Sensitivity module allows testing with all 

optotypes in all display modes. Calibrated contrast will create accurate 

results for research level testing. 

The Advanced Stereo Vision module allows for highest resolution 

random dot tests on the market. Users will be able to make charts using 

their own fixation images with full control over range of seconds of arc.
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Precision Vision Patti Pics 
Studies have shown that the Patti Pics provide the best approximation 

of Sloan letter acuity, as well as the best sensitivity to visual pathologies, 

of any available pediatric optotype.  The Patti Pics optotype integrates 

fully with the software, and provides a beautiful and accurate alternative 

to older, outdated pediatric optotypes.

EyeMotion 3D Patient Education 
The EyeMotion Patient Education system provides your practice with 

the latest content at your fingertips. Improve your patients’ awareness 

and understanding of important optometric and ophthalmic conditions. 

Introduce your patients to new procedures and market new opticianry 

products. 

This amazing content is designed to increase patient satisfaction and 

awareness. Improved awareness will only improve the patient’s ability to 

make better decisions on up-sells.

Mini Display Software 
The Mini Display Software shows exactly which optotypes are being 

displayed in large easy-to-read type. You can now see what the patient 

sees regardless of the VA size without having to turn around. 

Additionally, it shows representations of all the charts and tests, 

including near tests such as color plates and amsler grids. Now you can 

screen patients with the appropriate tests, right from the chair. 

The Mini Display Software also presents slides, videos, and patient 

education content in beautiful, brilliant color, for increased ease of 

viewing. 

*Feature is software only. Hardware can be supplied for a fee upon request.
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Features of 20/20 Vision
Create your own preferences to meet your needs.

Test/Charts Optotypes Display Options
Worth 4-Dot Sloan Single Character

Contrast Sensitivity Numbers Single Line

Color Test HOTV Single Column

Cross Chart (Disparity) Allen Pictures Multiple Lines (range 2-20)

Astigmatic Clock/Shower Drain Patti Pics (Optional) Multiple Line Grid

Amsler Grid Tumbling E's

Binocular Balance (R/G) Landolt C's

ATS (Jaeb Center Certified) Lower Case Letters

Maddox Rod Concentric Circles

Phoria/Venier/Shober Tests

Stereo (various distances)

It's all 
about 

options!

Dual Platform
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20/20 Vision Software ✓ ✓ ✓

No Contract ✓ ✓ ✓

Unlimited Testing ✓ ✓ ✓
Phone & Email Support unlimited unlimited one year

Software Updates* ongoing ongoing limited

Operating System Compatibility ongoing ongoing limited

Cloud Integration ✓ ✓ ✓

Price Guarantee ✓ ✓ ✓

Major Feature Upgrades ✓ ✓ ✓

Remote Control/Receiver Pack ✓ ✓ ✓

Shipping of Remote/Receiver Pack ✓ ✓ ✓

EyeMotion 3D Education Videos ✓

Patti Pics Children's Optotypes ✓

Digital Refraction Integration ✓

Advanced Contrast Testing ✓

Advanced Stereo Testing ✓

iPad Remote Integration ✓

�
$69/mo


per computer

Advanced �
$1750


per computer

Traditional�
$49/mo


per computer

Basic

* Software may lose compatibility if the computer's operating system is 
upgraded.  Please see our compatibility chart for more information.   
(Applies to Traditional Purchase model only)

Direct Sales Pricing
Monthly Membership Plans

For more information:      
(866) 410-2377


